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OutlineOutline

Geographic information
– geographically referenced information

The geolibrary
– the Alexandria Digital Library

Issues
– accession policies



Geographic informationGeographic information

Information about the specific characteristics 
of places on or near the Earth’s surface
– <x,z> where x is a location in space-time and z is 

some set of general properties
Maps and images in digital form
– georeferenced transactions
– locations of credit card users, cellphone users

Voluminous
– 5x1014 elements at 1 sq m













Sharing geographic 
information
Sharing geographic 
information

Produced by national governments as a 
public service
– to meet generic needs
– national mapping programs

Produced by state, local governments, 
individuals, corporations, NGOs
– new technologies, e.g. GPS
– WWW publishing
– a vast amount of GI available for sharing



Geographically referenced 
information
Geographically referenced 
information

Information with a geographic footprint
– findable by geographic location

The geolibrary
– a library whose primary search key is 

geographic location

















A 5-stage modelA 5-stage model
1. Specify1. Specify

2. Search2. Search

3. Assess3. Assess

4. Retrieve4. Retrieve

5. Open5. Open



Research challengesResearch challenges

Metadata
– the FGDC standard

Defining footprints
– fuzzy, vernacular

Mapping between georeferencing methods
– the gazetteer

Search over a distributed archive
– search engines
– object-level metadata (OLM)
– collection-level metadata (CLM)



CLM of the Alexandria Digital Library



Knowing where to lookKnowing where to look

Approaches to CLM
– by data type

• ortho.mit.edu
– by area of the globe

• Arctic Data Directory
– the one stop shop

• www.fgdc.gov
– a new generation of search engines

• identifying footprints







Objectives of interoperabilityObjectives of interoperability

Using technology to overcome 
differences
– rather than imposing uniformity
– enabling rather than intrusive
– specifications not standards

Bridging information communities
Speeding and easing access to data





Major forces in spatial data 
interoperability
Major forces in spatial data 
interoperability

National Spatial Data Infrastructure
– Federal Geographic Data Committee

Open GIS Consortium
– industry, government, academic

National, regional, and international 
standards organizations



Accession policiesAccession policies

Emphasis on the static and generic
– inherited from earlier technologies
– framework versus thematic data

Distributed archives
– specialization
– CLM problem

Satellite remote sensing
– single or parallel dissemination

ADL and the library model
– gatekeeper
– forensic imagery



Accession policies (2)Accession policies (2)

Security and 9/11
– hiding
– corrupting

Sampling the data stream
– in space and time

Processing at source
– detecting change

Integrating through time
– NHGIS



ConclusionConclusion

A well-defined information type
New possibilities resulting from new 
technologies
Very rapid increase in demand and 
applications
– in science and in society

Massive data volumes
– impossible to archive it all

Much success in data sharing
– a testbed for issues and technologies
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